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Executive
Summary
•

While the peak of the supply chain disruption is likely behind us, transport
infrastructure and networks must evolve to become more resilient in
preparation for long-term rising demand.

•

These assets and networks will require significant capital—both to clear up
bottlenecks and to add capacity.

•

The growth of e-commerce, the global shift to decarbonization and changes in
mobility patterns are also key themes that will influence the global transport
sector in the years ahead.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Introduction
The steady stream of news about supply
chain bottlenecks has put a spotlight on

F I G U RE 1

Four Themes to Watch in Transport Infrastructure
KEY THEMES

the essential nature of transport
infrastructure and logistics assets around
the world.

1

The Need for Supply
Chain Resilience

While the peak of the supply chain disruption is
likely behind us, it exposed problems that persist,
such as outdated infrastructure and insufficient
capacity, flexibility and efficiency.

2

Asset Types

Examples

Road

Toll Roads, Tunnels and Bridges

Rail

Heavy and Light Rail Networks,
Freight Operations, Terminals

The Growth of
E-Commerce

Air

Airports, Fixed-Base Operators,
Landing Infrastructure

Yet, supply chain resilience is just the first big
theme to watch in this space (see Figure 1). As

Marine

Ports, Terminals, Ferries

Logistics

Storage & Handling Assets,

Infrastructure

Equipment Networks

to meet emission reduction targets and emerging

Integrated

Multiple Transportation Assets

environmental regulations as global decarboniza-

Networks

and Infrastructure, Often

e-commerce continues to grow and fundamentally
changes the way goods move, transport logistics

3

businesses will need to adapt. These businesses will

The Global Shift to
Decarbonization

also need to “green up” their assets and networks

tion initiatives take hold. Finally, changing mobility

4

Changing Mobility
Patterns

Including Value-Added Services

patterns will require advances in technology to
unlock new time-saving and cost-effective options,
catering to evolving passenger preferences.

Investments are necessary to make supply chains

an investor’s standpoint, large capital requirements

Critical transport assets—road, rail, air, ma-

more resilient—and to address significant expected

often create attractive opportunities.

changes in e-commerce, decarbonization and

In addition, today’s elevated inflation and tight

rine, logistics infrastructure and integrated
networks—require substantial capital to eliminate inefficiencies, increase network capacity,
decarbonize and provide greater reliability.

mobility. The last few years have also demonstrated the critical role logistics equipment
networks play in global supply chains. But from
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commodity environment further underscore the
critical nature of transport infrastructure to the global
economy—and the need for further investment.

4

2 THE NEED FOR SUPPLY CHAIN RESILIENCE

The Need for Supply
Chain Resilience
Over the last several decades, manufactur-

F I G U RE 2

The Percentage of Shipping Vessels Arriving on Time Has Plunged…
100%

ers embraced “just-in-time” manufacturing,
where parts were delivered to factories as
they were required, minimizing the need to

50%

stockpile them.
This allowed manufacturers to stay nimble and cut
costs. But when the Covid-19 pandemic hit, supply
chains struggled to keep up with rising demand as
factories shut down and global trade was disrupted.

0%
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2019

2020

2021

Source: Bloomberg and Sea-Intelligence

As a result, manufacturers are now shifting to
a “just-in-case” inventory model, and tenants
of logistics facilities are looking to secure more
warehouse space to accommodate this safety
stock. Consequently, inbound and outbound
transportation networks will need to be rebuilt to
provide redundancy, flexibility and security.
Approximately 90% of world trade moves by sea;
yet, because of backups and delays, the movement
of freight using existing infrastructure and equip-

F I G U RE 3

…While Ports Have Remained Congested
Port Congestion Index, % Difference Between Current Level and Five-Year Avg.
160%
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80%

ment slowed significantly during the pandemic (see
Figures 2 and 3). This meant that high demand for
goods met labor disruptions at ports, warehouses
and trucking companies—causing reduced asset

40%
0%

throughput and turn times, which tightened

NA West
Coast

available capacity and resulted in a backlog.

NA East
Coast

Global

China

UK/
Europe

South
East Asia

Med/
Black Sea

East Asia
ex China

Source: Clarksons, Morgan Stanley Research as of February 2022
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2 THE NEED FOR SUPPLY CHAIN RESILIENCE

FI GURE 4

F I G U RE 5

The Price of Capacity Has More Than Tripled in Two Years

Congestion Is Easing at the Port of Los Angeles/Long Beach

Global Freight Rate Index
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With lower asset utilization, the price of capacity—

That queue still exists, but the number of vessels

To make these improvements on a global scale,

for shipping, rail, air and trucking—has jumped

waiting today is now more than 50% lower than

more investment is needed in agile, tech-enabled

higher (see Figure 4).

the January 2022 peak (see Figure 5). Nevertheless,

logistics and supply chain infrastructure. Brook-

customers have been willing to pay a significant

field’s investments in Patrick Terminals, Australia’s

premium for guaranteed capacity—and from a

largest container terminal operator, and TraPac,

long-term perspective, are looking for ways to

a U.S. west coast container terminals business,

control more of their inbound supply chain.

provide examples of this approach. The Port of

For example, at the U.S. ports of Los Angeles and
Long Beach—key U.S. gateways for Asian imports—outdated infrastructure and an inability to
operate 24/7 at some terminals have contributed
to severe congestion. In fact, the number of ves-

To make ports more resilient in managing such

sels lined up outside those terminals has become

volumes, they will need to modernize and become

a barometer of worldwide supply chain disruption.

more efficient through technology and automation.
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Rotterdam in the Netherlands is another example.
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3 THE GROWTH OF E-COMMERCE

The Growth of E-Commerce
For years, supply chain managers sought to reduce inventories. However, the pandemic
accelerated a shift in spending, with consumers spending more on goods—especially online—
and less on services.
Consider the ratio of inventories to sales, which

Meeting those expectations will require reeval-

indicates the number of months of inventory that

uating the importance of inventory buffers and

are on hand relative to the sales for a month. After

the location of critical assets, considerations

averaging 1.47 from 2015 to 2019, this ratio has

that are beyond cost. As a result, companies

declined significantly since the start of the pandemic

like Amazon and Walmart are increasingly in-

to 1.16 as of March 2022 (see Figure 6).

terested in owning critical infrastructure to help
secure their supply chains as they review how

Online activity puts tremendous pressure on
transportation networks. It requires a high de-

goods are moving from Point A to Point B.

gree of supply chain dependability, faster “speed

As e-commerce penetration levels contin-

to market” and a shortening of supply chains.

ue to increase, current inventories need to

A generation of consumers has come to expect

be boosted significantly, above pre-pandemic

that almost anything they order online can be

levels. And much of the transportation net-

delivered the same day or overnight, underscor-

works, software and systems must be updat-

ing the criticality of last-mile delivery networks.

ed and redesigned for this new reality.

FI GURE 6

More Inventory Is Needed

Retailers: Inventories to Sales Ratio
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A generation of consumers
has come to expect that
almost anything they order
online can be delivered
the same day or overnight,
underscoring the criticality of
last-mile delivery networks.

Note: Shaded areas indicate U.S. recessions
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4 THE GLOBAL SHIFT TO DECARBONIZATION

F I G U RE 7

F IGUR E 8

Demand Is Trending Up
for Liquefied Natural Gas

Europe’s 4x Upgrade to Green
Hydrogen Production by 2030

MENA

The growing urgency around decarbonization has pushed many transport firms
to announce—and accelerate—net-zero
targets.
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For example, Maersk, the world’s secondlargest shipping line by container capacity, is
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The Global Shift to
Decarbonization
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bringing forward a target to cut carbon from
its operation by a decade—to 2040, instead of

100

2050, as it responds to growing demand from
companies such as Amazon, Ikea and Unilever for
an emissions-free supply chain.1 In the coming
years, many transport businesses will need to
invest substantial capital to transition their assets
5
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and business models to meet emissions targets

F I G U RE 9

and emerging environmental regulations.

U.S. Liquefied Natural Gas Exports Are Forecast to Continue Rising

The transport sector accounts for approximately

Cubic Feet Per Day (Bil.)

24% of all CO2 emissions worldwide and will need

12

2

to reduce those emissions by two-thirds to meet a
1.5 degrees Celsius warming scenario by 2050.3

accelerates—and as security of energy supply

4

of lower-carbon-emitting commodities, such as
natural gas and hydrogen (see Figures 7 and 8).

Forecast

8
6

demand is rising for the transportation and storage

Pandemic
shuts capacity

10

At the same time, as the energy transition
increasingly factors into the conversation—

REPowerEU
Proposal
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Source: Financial Times and U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA)
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4 THE GLOBAL SHIFT TO DECARBONIZATION

“Desperate to wean itself from Russian oil and gas,”
the Financial Times remarked on April 13, “and wilting
under soaring energy prices, Europe has rediscovered
its thirst for American LNG” (see Figure 9).4
Emissions reduction targets can be achieved through
a combination of electrification, advanced fuels and
improved materials. For example, a container terminal
at a port will need to replace diesel-fired equipment
with zero-emissions cargo handling equipment.
Furthermore, transport equipment (e.g., ships, trains
and planes) will also need to move away from diesel.
Energy sources such as hydrogen biofuels will be a
critical alternative option for heavy modes of transport, whereas electrification may serve as the more
economic and environmental solution for lighter
transport vehicles.5 Biofuels are also likely to play a
role in the beginning phases of the energy transition.
Positioning these assets for the modern energy economy represents a significant opportunity. In working to
“green up” their logistics networks, companies will seek
providers of energy-efficient forms of transportation
infrastructure with capital and operating expertise.
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5 CHANGING MOBILITY PATTERNS

Changing Mobility
Patterns

Advances in technology, and the electrification of

must be addressed before we reach that point,

aircraft, might also make urban air mobility

such as public acceptance, as well as certification

investable in the years to come—especially if it’s

by aviation regulators. If the urban air mobility

The pandemic shifted mobility

quiet, cheap and safe. The development of electric

industry does take off, the buildout of landing

vertical take-off and landing aircraft could ease urban

infrastructure—perhaps on the top of multistory

congestion—especially in growing cities that might

parking garages or office buildings—will be

be limited by public sector infrastructure. Big issues

required.

patterns, with more time being spent
at or near the home—and far less

7

time in the air (see Figure 10).
Even in a post-pandemic future, where and how

F I G U RE 1 0

people travel are likely to evolve, especially with

U.S. Corporate Air Travel Remains ~33% Below 2019 Levels

advances in technology. One past example of this
is how Uber and Lyft disrupted the taxi industry
by leveraging technology to allow users to order
cars on their phones, undercutting on price and
offering more seamless methods of payment.
Today, technology and digital services are
becoming even more important across
transportation networks, and recent deal flow
in this space illustrates this. For example, in
January 2022, Italian toll road group Atlantia
acquired Yunex Traffic, a unit of Siemens, for
€950 million.6 Yunex provides “intelligent”
traffic solutions—such as tunnel automation,
smart tolling and adaptive traffic systems for
simulation and prediction—in over 600 cities.
The transaction demonstrates how current and
expected changes in the mobility sector will

Ticket Volume Growth

Corporate Volumes
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Source: BofA Global Research Airlines Overview by Andrew George Didora
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6 CONCLUSION

Conclusion
The past few years have highlighted the importance and critical nature of transport
infrastructure. To bolster current networks, additional capacity and substantial investment
will be required, driven by the key trends influencing the sector—including supplychain challenges, the continued growth of e-commerce, the shift to decarbonization and
increasing mobility. Because many governments now have heavily indebted balance sheets,
the private market is poised to play a prominent role in providing much-needed capital.
Critical and stable infrastructure assets may benefit

by collecting additional demurrage revenues. Finally,

from many of the macroeconomic trends that are

when the demand for logistics infrastructure is high,

prevalent in today’s markets, including higher vol-

scaled businesses can realize higher tariffs as cus-

umes, rising inflation, strong commodity prices and

tomers compete for limited capacity.

reduced capacity due to supply chain bottlenecks.

As with any investment, there is always risk to con-

Essential and large-scale transport infrastructure

sider. For example, transport infrastructure is often

businesses have other advantages. They generally

GDP-sensitive, with revenues driven by economic

have a preferred and captive geographic location

growth. However, the essential nature of the assets,

or corridor, high initial fixed-cost investment and

strong pricing power and a positive long-term demand

low non-variable operating costs. These attributes

outlook tend to mitigate this risk.

can result in high margins and significant barriers to
entry. For example, mature toll road assets, according
to a December 2021 report from BofA Global Research,
typically report EBITDA margins in the range of
60–75%, with some assets exceeding 80%.8

Looking ahead, we expect transport infrastructure
companies to increasingly seek partners who can
provide capital, along with operational expertise,
and have seen the durability of these assets firsthand through different economic cycles and periods

And despite the congestion, the Port of Los Angeles

of disruption. These are the tools they will need

last year broke its 2018 record for annual container-

to build stronger, resilient assets and larger, more

ized imports by 13%. Container terminal business

efficient networks.

9

can still benefit when there are delays—for example,
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